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Africa Check sorts fact from fiction

We identify important public statements, interrogate the best available evidence and publish fact-checking reports to guide public debate.
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#ManifestoCheck: Verifying 9 claims from the Democratic Alliance’s ‘Rescue Plan for South Africa’




Did the Democratic Alliance get its facts right when it outlined how it would tackle several problem areas if it were voted into power? 






28 March 2024
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Fact-checking EFF party leader Julius Malema's manifesto launch speech: 'Nothing has changed since 1994'




As the Economic Freedom Fighters unveiled its 2024 election manifesto, Malema was keen to highlight the failures of the current government. 






13 March 2024
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‘Our land and jobs now. Stop load shedding!’: Fact-checking four big claims in the Economic Freedom Fighters’ 2024 election manifesto




In a manifesto brimming with promises, Africa Check took a closer look at some of the more notable claims the opposition party made.
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Has Lagos governor made the city one of the world's most liveable? Five claims about Nigeria's business capital fact-checked




Responding to journalists, Babajide Sanwo-Olu made notable claims about the state, including that it is below sea level. We looked at five.
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#ManifestoCheck: Verifying 9 claims from the Democratic Alliance’s ‘Rescue Plan for South Africa’
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Fact-checking EFF party leader Julius Malema's manifesto launch speech: 'Nothing has changed since 1994'
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‘Our land and jobs now. Stop load shedding!’: Fact-checking four big claims in the Economic Freedom Fighters’ 2024 election manifesto
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Has Lagos governor made the city one of the world's most liveable? Five claims about Nigeria's business capital fact-checked
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PRESS RELEASE: Mauritius to host the 2023 Africa Facts summit











14 July 2023
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#NigeriaDecides2023: 10 disinformation trends in election season 




Africa’s most populous country holds general elections in February 2023. We've spotted 10 types of false information.






10 January 2023
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‘Careful saying that around her!’ Our researcher tells of her first year at Africa Check




South Africa-based Africa Check researcher Kirsten Cosser is more convinced of the value of fact-checking than ever.






27 December 2022
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AfricaCheck@10: The challenges of working across Africa




Misinformation knows no borders and Africa Check often responds to similar false claims from country to country.







12 December 2022
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AfricaCheck@10: Current and past editors reflect on a steady mission, but with vastly expanded horizons




As the continent’s first independent fact-checking organisation marks its first decade, those who have been at the helm look back on the jou






02 December 2022
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How to read South Africa’s quarterly crime statistics after the Covid pandemic




SA’s latest quarterly crime statistics reveal where and how these crimes happen, but we must understand the data and trends in context. 






30 November 2022
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#10YearsOfFacts: Ten lessons we’ve learned fact-checking elections in African countries




Africa Check’s editors in Kenya, Nigeria, Senegal and South Africa look back on a decade-long effort to improve voters’ decisions.






07 November 2022
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AfricaCheck@10: Fact-checking – a learning curve that just keeps rising 




When I first proposed the idea of Africa Check, I was told it would be a fool’s errand to set up a fact-checking operation on the continent....






28 October 2022
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AfricaCheck@10: Over coffee, the seed of an African fact-checking network




The idea was discussed in a Paris coffee shop. Ten years later, Africa Check has reached and succeeded those ambitions.







27 October 2022
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‘A time of crisis’: fact-checking South African president Cyril Ramaphosa’s 2023 state of the nation address




As he tried to reignite the enthusiasm of a wearied nation, did the president get his facts right? As we found out, it's all in the details.






09 February 2023
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Has pandemic raised South Africans’ stress levels by 56%? And is cannabis the answer? Two claims in news article checked




A article suggests CBD as a way to reduce stress and that stress of South Africans is up 56% since the start of the Covid pandemic.






16 March 2022
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Did journalists’ TV ‘hangout’ get facts about healthcare in Nigeria right?




Discussing the state of healthcare amid a crippling doctors’ strike, a TV panel made several claims. We checked them out.







14 September 2021
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Fact-checked: 9 claims about South African schools from Ernst Roets




A member of management for the Afrikaner-rights group AfriForum rubbished the state of South African education. We sorted the wheat from the...






30 June 2021
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Nairobi’s Covid-19 positive cases tie Kenyan president, health ministry and major media house in knots




In a random sample of five people in the capital, three are likely to be positive, said Uhuru Kenyatta. We took a closer look at this claim.






21 April 2021
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Six South African cities in top 20 of world’s ‘most dangerous’? Crime index based on website users’ opinions




The country is infamous for high rates of crime and violence. But a widely reported crime ranking of its cities was based on the perceptions...






19 March 2021
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FACTSHEET: Understanding Nigeria's new varsity admission rules 




A recent amendment to Nigeria’s higher education admission policy has rekindled debate about access to tertiary institutions in the country.






18 November 2021
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FACTSHEET: How deaths are recorded in South Africa




Covid has trained a spotlight on causes of death and how deaths are recorded across the world. We disentangle what paperwork has to be filed...






22 June 2021
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FACTSHEET: Tracking the health of Nigerians over the past five years




In 2018, we produced a factsheet tracking key health indicators in Nigeria over the course of a decade. What does the latest data tell us?






21 December 2023
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FACTSHEET: Vaccination gaps to blame as Nigeria battles surge in diphtheria 




The outbreak of the serious bacterial infection has gone from just over 100 cases in four states to more than 9,000 in 19 states in Nigeria.






18 October 2023
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FACTSHEET: Total grid collapse? Billions in losses? We answer 10 questions about load shedding in South Africa




Is South Africa approaching grid failure? We unpack what that would look like and what the government is doing to tackle the energy crisis.






15 August 2023
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FACTSHEET: What you should know about the latest malaria vaccine and what it could mean for Nigeria




With the world's highest number of malaria cases and deaths, Nigeria's approval of a new “world-changing” vaccine has been closely watched.






21 June 2023
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FACTSHEET: ‘Back to the basics’ – seven questions about HIV and Aids answered 




Covid-19 is no longer considered to be at the health agency’s highest level of alert, the world can now focus on other health challenges.






20 June 2023
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FACTSHEET: ‘A disease nobody should die from’ – what you should know about the cholera outbreak in South Africa




The outbreak of the waterborne disease cholera has rattled South Africa. What do the public need to know about this latest threat?






07 June 2023
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FACTSHEET: What you should know about the diphtheria outbreak in Nigeria




An outbreak of diphtheria has been confirmed in Nigeria. But what is diphtheria, and what leads to its spread?






30 January 2023
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Unverified health and diet advice




To help you get your 2024 off on the right start, make sure you have the facts about these popular ‘health advice’ and diets.
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Africa Facts Summit Quiz




Test your knowledge about the 2023 Africa Facts Summit! When and where will this important event take place? Share your answer below, and ch...
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African Fact-Checking Awards Quiz




Test your knowledge of the African Fact-Checking Awards! How much do you know about the prestigious awards that celebrate truth and accounta...
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	Africa

	Cameroon

	Egypt

	Ethiopia

	Ghana

	Kenya

	Nigeria

	South Africa

	Uganda

	Zimbabwe



Facet Country


	#YouAsked

	Agriculture

	Covid-19

	Crime & justice

	Economy

	Education

	Elections & political parties

	energy

	Environment

	Governance & service delivery

	Health

	Housing

	Land

	Migration

	Natural resources & energy

	Sex & gender

	Welfare & population



Facet Pick a topic





Popular topics
	#YouAsked

	Covid-19

	Health

	Economy

	Welfare & population

	Sex & gender

	Crime & justice

	Education

	Elections & political parties

	Natural resources & energy

	Agriculture

	Governance & service delivery

	Environment

	Housing

	Migration

	Land

	energy
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Elections & political parties






How many democratic elections have been held in South Africa?



See answer


Hide answer





Since its first democratic election on 27 April 1994, South Africa has had another five national elections: in 1999, 2004, 2009, 2014 and 2019.
More: South Africa’s 2019 election in numbers
...


Source

Electoral Commission of South Africa




Verified Date

Tue, 02/26/2019 - 12:00
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Elections & political parties






What was the voter turnout during South Africa’s last national election? 



See answer


Hide answer





During the 2019 national election, South Africa recorded a voter turnout of 66%, a decrease from 73.5% in 2014.
More: South Africa’s 2019 election in numbers
...


Source

Electoral Commission of South Africa




Verified Date

Tue, 07/23/2019 - 12:00
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#YouAsked

Covid-19






Does heat kill the new coronavirus?



See answer


Hide answer





The World Health Organization has warned that neither taking a hot bath nor exposing yourself to sunshine or temperatures higher than 25°C will prevent Covid-19. Using a hand dryer also doesn’t kill the virus.
More: Hot baths, hot hand dryers and other heat will NOT kill coronavirus ...


Source

World Health Organization




Verified Date

Wed, 04/01/2020 - 12:00
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#YouAsked

Covid-19






 Is the new coronavirus airborne?



See answer


Hide answer





The new coronavirus spreads through droplets, which are produced when someone sneezes, coughs or talks. If you are close to someone when this happens, you could breathe in the virus.
According to the World Health Organization, “studies to date suggest that the virus that causes Covid-19 is main...


Source

World Health Organization




Verified Date

Fri, 04/03/2020 - 12:00
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Headlines that Covid has re-emerged in Nigeria’s Benue state misleading, health officials say 






19 December 2023

















Access to electricity higher than 36% in 1994, despite claims by South Africa’s ruling party






12 October 2023

















Less than 12 million South Africans on social grants, not 18 million as often claimed






12 October 2023

















No evidence for Kogi governor hopeful’s claim that state has Nigeria’s largest uranium deposits






22 September 2023

















No, president Bola Tinubu didn’t inherit Nigeria’s highest inflation rate in 20 years






13 September 2023
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No, South African media boss Koos Bekker not summoned by Zondo commission






25 February 2021

















Beware false cancer cures from ‘Dr Gupta’ on Facebook






08 April 2019

















No, quokkas don’t throw babies at predators, but won’t win ‘Best Mom’ award 






23 October 2019

















Goat gives birth to ‘human’ kids... for real?






16 November 2017

















Does South Africa have the world’s ‘worst levels’ of youth unemployment?






11 November 2020
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No, South Africa’s late Zulu king Zwelithini didn’t get a R71.3 million salary 






25 March 2021

















Still no evidence for #15MillionIllegalMigrants in South Africa






11 March 2021

















South Africa’s economy contracts by 51% in the second quarter of 2020? Not so fast






08 September 2020

















Did Nigeria’s education minister announce schools will open on 7 September 2020? No, video old and doctored






19 August 2020

















No jobs, learnerships or bursaries here – Facebook page a long-running scam






31 July 2020
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Behind the facts: Celebrating International Fact-Checking Day with stories from African fact-checkers
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Did WHO-recommended ratio of doctors to patients, as former Nigerian senator claimed?
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Does Nigeria rank number one in open defecation worldwide? (Radio One 103.5 FM Lagos)
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Raising informed media consumers starts at school






17 July 2023

















Media literacy helps voters make informed choices during elections






14 December 2022

















Expanding our Know the Facts Get the Vax campaign to five more African countries






14 December 2022

















UNDEF-funded project teaches tricks of the fact-checking trade






08 March 2022

















Harnessing the power of radio in Africa to fight Covid-19 misinformation






23 February 2022








































Find out about our media literacy work
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The New LO: How To Handle The Internet (Part 4)















 The New LO: How To Handle The Internet (Part 3)















 The New LO: How To Handle The Internet (Part 2)































You can use Boolean operators to make searching for facts faster


Find out more






















 

Fact-checks by other African fact-checkers



These are selected fact-checks by members of the Africa Facts network of fact-checkers who are fighting the spread of false information across the continent.

Please note: While we do curate these third party fact-checking articles, Africa Check is not responsible for the content of external sites.
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Study reveals new way to combat disinformation on social media







12 March 2024
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Shady skin-whitening injections fuel health fears, scams in West Africa







11 March 2024
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Naira devaluation: Fact-checking claims about Nigeria’s economy since 1980







11 March 2024
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Can't find what you are looking for ?



Submit a claim here for an Africa Check fact-check. We can't promise to check every claim suggested, but do read all your suggestions.
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Email






URL






Claim you want checked









Upload a file








One file only.
2 MB limit.
Allowed types: gif, jpg, jpeg, png, bmp, eps, tif, pict, psd, txt, rtf, html, odf, pdf, doc, docx, ppt, pptx, xls, xlsx, xml, avi, mov, mp3, mp4, ogg, wav, bz2, dmg, gz, jar, rar, sit, svg, tar, zip.
















  
    
      
        
      

      
        
      

    

  









Africa Check values your trust and is committed to the responsible management, use and protection of personal information. See our privacy policy. 







Click here for submission tips
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We hold public figures accountable



[image: IFCN Code of Principles]

For democracy to function, public figures need to be held to account for what they say. The claims they make need to be checked, openly and impartially. Africa Check is an independent, non-partisan organisation which assesses claims made in the public arena using journalistic skills and evidence drawn from the latest online tools, readers, public sources and experts, sorting fact from fiction and publishing the results.
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Don't be fooled - get your facts straight!


Sign up for our newsletter







For reading our fact-checks!


Did you know that our work is free to read and share? Support our work to continue reading.
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Support independent fact-checking in Africa.

Make a donation
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